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My interest, and “internalist” mission, is
driven by fundamental skepticism
There are never any discontinuities; but also,
disciplinary histories are suspect
I want rigorous histories to cite for my
audiences, collaborators, colleagues
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Machine Learning ⇏ Data/Statistics
“A computer program is said to
learn from experience E with
respect to some class of tasks T
and performance measure P if
its performance at tasks in T, as
measured by P, improves with
experience E.” –Mitchell,
Machine Learning, 1997
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Data/Statistics ⇏ Probability
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“briefly, and in its most
concrete form, the
object of statistical
methods is the
reduction of data.”
–R. A. Fisher, “On the
Mathematical
Foundations of
Theoretical Statistics”,
1922
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Probability comes from gambling
“It is remarkable that a
science which began with
the consideration of games
of chance should have
become the most important
object of human
knowledge.”
–Laplace, Théorie Analytique
des Probabilitiés, 1812
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ML started off trying to make “learning
machines”
That failed
They found correlations in data could achieve
the tasks they were trying to do
They switched to doing statistics, but called it
the same thing
Not perfectly accurate, but…
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Exhibit A: Norvig’s 14 years of effort
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“As Steve Abney wrote in 1996, ‘In the space
of the last ten years, statistical methods
have gone from being virtually unknown in
computational linguistics to being a
fundamental given.’… after about 14 years of
trying to get language models to work using
logical rules, I started to adopt probabilistic
approaches”. –Norvig, “On Chomsky”, 2010
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Exhibit B: Boden’s take
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“1980s–1990s work in machine learning
often replayed insights available in
traditional statistics… Indeed, it became
increasingly clear through the 1990s that
many ‘insights’ of connectionism were
differently named versions of statistical
techniques.” –Boden, Mind as Machine, 2006
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Exhibit C: “in a matter of a few years”
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“At first, ML researchers developed… a
collection of rather primitive (yet clever) set of
methods to do classification… that eschewed
probability. But very quickly they adopted
advanced statistical concepts like empirical
process theory and concentration of measure.
This transition happened in a matter of a few
years.” –Wasserman, “Rise of the Machines”,
2014
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Exhibit D: Breiman’s “second” culture
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“In the past fifteen years, the growth in
algorithmic modeling applications and
methodology has been rapid. It has occurred
largely outside statistics in a new
community—often called machine learning
—that is mostly young computer
scientists.” –Breiman, “The Two Cultures”,
2001
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Status quo: Useful ignorance
Story in Ch. 3, “Hello, AI”

Introduction

– “So, it’s not real AI?” he asked.
– “Oh, it’s real,” I said. “And it’s
spectacular. But you know, don’t you,
that there’s no simulated person inside
the machine? Nothing like that exists. It’s
computationally impossible.”
– His face fell. “I thought that’s what AI
meant,” he said. “I heard about IBM
Watson, and the computer that beat the
champion at Go, and self-driving cars. I
thought they invented real AI.”
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Confusion in levels of abstraction
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Advantages of rhetorical distancing?
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“neural networkers tend to ignore the
distributional assumptions they have made,
whereas statisticians explore their
consequences.” –Boden
Language of “improvement” avoids analysis
of convergence?
Other psychological/political benefits?
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Allows for megalomania
“Like somebody volunteered
to be a straw horse”
–Colleague of mine
Given Box’s dictum, would
anybody take seriously “The
Master Model”?
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Study the right topic!
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“I hopped over to the Department of Management at LSE
to visit my new friend [and] I asked him: ‘What is an
algorithm?’ In other words, what is the scope of things I
can expect will get discussed at a conference about
algorithms? ‘That’s a very good question,’ Keith replied,
‘When I started, there was a fairly precise meaning to the
term. An algorithm was a set of rules, which would
generate an optimum answer to the problem that you’d
posed it. It was a statement of rules that gave you the
best possible answer in a finite amount of time.’” –Poon,
“Response to Gillespie”, 2013
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Apply critiques of statistics!
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“[Statistical models] assumes the social world consists of fixed
entities (the units of analysis) that have attributes (the
variables). These attributes interact, in causal or actual time, to
create outcomes, themselves measurable as attributes of the
fixed entities… it is striking how absolutely these assumptions
contradict those of the major theoretical traditions of sociology.
Symbolic interactionism rejects the assumption of fixed entities
and makes the meaning of a given occurrence depend on its
location—within an interaction, within an actor’s biography,
within a sequence of events. Both the Marxian and Weberian
traditions deny explicitly that a given property of a social actor
has one and only one set of causal implications…” –Abbott,
“Transcending General Linear Reality”, 1988
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Apply critiques of statistics!
Introduction

“A white woman can say that
a neighborhood is ‘sketchy’
and most people will smile
and nod. She felt unsafe, and
we automatically trust her
opinion. A black man can tell
the world that every day he
lives in fear of the police, and
suddenly everyone demands
statistical evidence to prove
that his life experience is real.”
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“Prediction” is not prediction!
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“It’s not prediction at all! I have not found a
single paper predicting a future result. All of
them claim that a prediction could have
been made; i.e. they are post-hoc analysis
and, needless to say, negative results are
rare to find.” –Gayo-Avello, “I Wanted to
Predict Elections with Twitter and all I got
was this Lousy Paper”, 2012
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Prediction is post-hoc correlation
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Non-causal
correlations can fit
the data really well!
Google Flu Trends:
half flu detector, half
winter detector
Where did this
come from?
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that it r e d l y understood, and didn't just ~em to do so. I do not
believe that this distinction makes much sense, largely because (1)(3) are false assumptions, yet they are the unexamined foundations
of those who argue like Mr. McLeod.

understanding. If Quillian <1969> had called his program the
"Teachable Language Node Net Intersection Finder", he would have
saved us some reading. (Except for those of us fanatic about
finding the part on teachability.)
Many instructive examples of wishful mnemonics by AI
reseai'chers come to mind once you see the point. Remember GPS?
<Ernst and Newell, 1969> By now, "GPS" is a colorless term
denoting a particularly stupid program to solve puzzles. But i t
originally meant "General Problem Solver", which caused everybody
a lot of needless excitement and distraction. It should have been
called LFGNS - - "Local-Feature-Guided Network Searcher".
Compare the mnemonics in Planner <Hewitt,1972> with those in
Conniver <Sussman and McDermott, 1972>:

Aspirational naming of AI?
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE MEETSNATURALSTUPIDITY
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As a field, artificial intelligence has always been on the border
of respectability, and therefore on the border of crackpottery.
Many critics <Dreyfus, 1972>, <Lighthill, 1973> have urged that we
are over the border. We have been very defensive toward this
charge, drawing ourselves up with dignity when it is made and
folding the cloak of Science about us. On the other hand, in private,
we have been justifiably proud of our wil#ingness to explore weird
ideas, because pursuing them is the only way to make progress.
Unfortunately, the necessity for speculation has combined with
the culture of the hacker in computer science <Weizenbaum, 1975>
to cripple our self-discipline. In a young field, ,~elf-discipline is not
necessarily a virtue, but we are not getting any younger. In the
past few years, our tolerance of sloppy thinking has l e d us to
repeat many mistakes over and over. If we are to retain any
credibility, this should stop.
This paper is an effort to ridicule some of these mistakes.
Almost everyone I know should find himself the target at some
point or other; if you don't, you are encouraged to write up your
own favorite fault. The three described here I suffer from myself.
I hope self-ridicule will be a complete catharsis, but t doubt it. Bad
tendencies can be very deep-rooted. Remember, though, if we can't
criticize ourselves, someone else will save us the trouble.
Acknow~dEmer~t-- I thank the AI Lab Playroom crowd for
constructive play.
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IF-AODED
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METHOD
ASSERT
ADD
It Js so much harder to write programs using the farina on the right!
When you say (GOAL ...), you can j:ust feel the enormous power at
your fingertips. It is, of course, an illusion.
Of course, Conniver has some glaring wishful primitives, too.
Calling "multiple data bases" CONTEXTS was dumb. It implies that,
say, sentence understanding in context is really easy in this system.
LISP's mnemonics are excellent in this regard. <Levin at. el.,
1965> What if atomic symbols had been called "concepts", or CONS
had been called ASSOCIATE? As it is, the programmer has no debts
to pay to the system. He can build whatever he likes. There are
some minor faults; "property lists" are a little risky~ but bY now the
term is sanitized.
Resolution theorists have been p r e t t y good about wishful
mnemonics. They thrive on hitherto meaningless words like
RESOLVE and PARAtvIODULATE, which can only have their humble,
technical meaning. There are actually quite few pretensions in the
resolution literature. <Robinson, 1965> Unfortunately, at the top of
their intellectual edifice stand the word "deduction". This is uary
wishful, but not entirely their fault. The logicians who first misused
the term (e.g., in the "deduction" theorem) didn't have our problems;
pure resolution theorists don't either. Unfortunately, too many A]
researchers took them at their word and assumed that deduction,
like payroll processing, had been tamed.
Of course, as in many such cases, the only consequence in the
long run was that "deduction" changed in meaning, to become
something narrow, technical, and not e little sordid.
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Accidentally, uniquely dangerous?
“In all times and places,
decision makers have looked to
predictive counselors of some
sort—putative experts, be they
religious or secular, to guide
them regarding the auguries of
the gods, the stars, or the
inexorable decrees of fate or of
nature.”
(Or perhaps deeply revealing?)
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Certain historical work would be enormously
helpful for my political project:
Show that ML became statistics/statistical
Show algorithms became models, and
modeling logic is what we worry about
Show where “prediction” comes from, to
show that it’s not actually prediction
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The hype around AI and machine learning will
die in 5-10 years as it fails to achieve new
successes
Modeling will remain a persistent issue for the
remainder of human civilization
AI might be an interesting historical case study
of aspiration/arrogance, but literature about
modeling will retain contemporary relevance
forever
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